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The provision of a recommendation function for products and content in B2C
services on the web has become a common feature in recent years. Recommendation engines come in various types, but most are based on popularity ranking,
which means that they have not been able to truly understand the context of service use by a particular user. To present recommendations that attract the userʼs
interest, a recommendation engine must be able to understand user context and
predict content that the user should find interesting. With the aim of raising the
probability of purchases, NTT DOCOMO has developed a recommendation engine
that interprets behavior based on time series data and applies a deep learning
algorithm to make predictions. This engine has been applied to NTT DOCOMO
services enabling the provision of highly accurate recommendations.

recommendation function is also being provided in

1. Introduction

many NTT DOCOMO services as “recommenda-

It has become common in Electronic-Commerce
1

(EC) services* and Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
2

tions for the user.” A wide range of recommendation techniques have been proposed from simple

services to provide product recommendations* . A

techniques based on popularity ranking to those
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EC services: Services that enable the buying and selling of
goods on the Internet.
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using machine learning*3, and in just the last few

short-term shifts in user interests can be deter-

4

mined. This technology mainly makes recommen-

has appeared on the market and recommendation

dations in genres that the user has recently showed

years, an easy-to-use machine learning library*
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5

services using cloud services* have begun to be

an interest in but can also make recommendations

provided.

in genres that the user has regularly been inter-

Recommendation functions have been provided

ested in. In this way, recommendations can be

for a number of years, but at present, many rec-

presented tailored to personal conditions, which

ommendation systems are based on popularity

can help improve CTR. In this article, we describe

6

ranking* . This approach determines the prefer-

recommendation algorithms that have actually been

ences of a majority of users and can therefore

applied and examine their effectiveness in certain

7

achieve a certain Click-Through Rate (CTR)* , but

NTT DOCOMO services.

it is not without its problems. For example, since
the same products are recommended to different
users in such a system, those recommendations
have no effect on users who have no interest in
popular content, and given that the content pre-

2. Using RNN to Make
Recommendations
2.1 RNN Overview

sented is fixed, many other types of products go

An RNN, which is also called a recursive type of

without recommendations making it difficult for

neural network*8, is a neural network model de-

users to discover new products. Additionally, since

signed to recognize patterns in sequential data

the procedure typically followed by a user is to

such as time series data*9 [1]. The conventional

click on desirable products during a sequence of

neural network model features a fixed-length in-

web movements, time series data that can reveal

put layer and output layer plus middle layers be-

the sort of content the user has just clicked on is

tween those two layers (Figure 1). In an image

more important than interests or preferences in a

recognition task, for example, the actual image

recommendation service. For example, given a us-

can be divided into units of pixels so that pixel

er searching for food on a portal site, it would be

values are treated as the input layer while catego-

desirable to present food against the background

ries as targets of classification are output on the

of the userʼs web movements without regard to

output layer. In this example, the input layer and

everyday interests or preferences. If the user has

output layer consists of a number of pixels and

just clicked on “fresh foods,” the user can then be

number of classification patterns, respectively, with

presented with fresh foods thereby enabling con-

each taking on a single value. This means that each

tent desired by the user to be recommended.

node*10 must be of fixed length.

Against the above background, NTT DOCOMO

On the other hand, actual data cannot neces-

has applied a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) as

sarily be given in a fixed length. For example, in a

a time series prediction algorithm to the genera-

task like document prediction, a document is giv-

tion of recommendations so that long-term and

en as input, but since a document is not of fixed

*2
*3
*4

Recommendations: The process of recommending products
and content tailored to the user.
Machine learning: Computer algorithms for learning patterns
based on input data and executing various types of tasks.
Library: A collection of high-versatility programs in a reusable
form.

*5
*6

Cloud services: The provision via the network of services
running on remote servers instead of on the userʼs computer.
Ranking: The listing of products and content in the order of
most clicked or purchased over the entire service. It is one of
the most basic types of recommendation algorithms.
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“states” within the model (in middle layers) (Figure 2).

pressed in terms of the above model. An improved

The state changes according to input data and that

model that can handle variable length data is RNN,

state propagates to the next time series step. In

which handles the points making up variable length

addition, a value corresponding to that state is pre-

data as a time series and stores variables called

sented in the output layer. In this way, a model in
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length as in the case of an image, it cannot be ex-

Input layer

Middle layer

Figure 1
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Middle layer
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“the park”
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(state)
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y1

y2

y3
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Correct: “<end of text>”
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y: result

Figure 2

*7

*8

Schematic diagram of RNN

CTR: The ratio of the number of times the user has actually
clicked on content to the number of times content has been
displayed by a recommendation function.
Neural network: A representation of the neural network inside
the human brain by a numerical model consisting of an input
layer, middle layers, and output layer.

*9
*10

Time series data: Data containing information on the temporal
change in values.
Node: A network point that propagates a value received from
input.
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which states propagate along a time series makes

behavior such as a product click or video view and

it possible to apply a neural network to target ap-

an output value can likewise be given as user be-

plications that take variable length data as input.

havior. In this way, given a user with an interest
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in a certain product or video, the transition in a

2.2 Application of RNN to
Recommendations

userʼs interest (state), that is, what kind of product
or video would that user have an interest in next,

The RNN described above is often used in tasks
11

targeting text such as document recognition* and
12

can be predicted (Figure 3). In addition, since it
then becomes possible to make recommendations

and tasks targeting speech

in line with the userʼs state at that time, inputting

such as speech recognition. Here, by having a sys-

the latest instance of user behavior into the model

tem learn about the data within a network in the

enables the real-time provision of updated rec-

manner of “what kind of output value should be

ommendations at all times.

machine translation*

given for a given input value,” a desired output
value with respect to new text or speech can be
obtained. Because of this characteristic, RNN can
also be used in time series prediction. Training a

3. Proposed Techniques
3.1 Overview

system in which input and output values are of

On applying RNN to the process of making

the same type enables the construction of a model

recommendations, we have been making several

that can predict the next value to come given a

improvements tailored to the service domain and

specific input [2].

devising measures to output recommendations ap-

Recent years have seen an increasing number

plicable to the userʼs recent interests. In particular,

of RNN time series prediction tasks being applied

we constructed (1) a model for making recommen-

to recommendation systems. In such a system, each

dations that combines a long-term prediction model

input value can be defined as an instance of user

and short-term prediction model using hierarchical

Time

Click history

Anime A

Anime B

Anime C

Goods A

Get recommendations

Get recommendations

Recommendations
including many
anime titles

Figure 3

*11
*12

Goods B

Recommendations
including many
types of goods

Overview of using RNN for recommendations

Document recognition: A task that determines the category
that a certain document belongs to.
Machine translation: A task that automatically translates a
document in a certain language to a document in another language using a computer.
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RNN and (2) a model for making recommendations

However, a simple RNN cannot consider any dif-

that combines multiple RNNs using different in-

ferences between day X and day X+1, so the pos-

formation. These models are explained below.

sibility exists that SNS apps will be recommended

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

on day X+1 too on the basis of the userʼs history

3.2 Long-term/short-term Prediction
Model Using Hierarchical RNN

on day X. To prevent this from happening, it is
necessary to recommend SNS apps during day X

We can consider that user interests undergo both

based on the userʼs installation history of that day,

long-term transitions and short-term transitions as

and when crossing into a new day, to predict a

opposed to changes over a fixed period [3]. For ex-

long-term transition in user interests and make rec-

ample, in a system that recommends smartphone

ommendations accordingly. Here, a long-term tran-

applications (apps) based on the userʼs app instal-

sition in interests refers, for example, to the search-

lation history, the case of searching for a Social

ing for a video delivery app on the day following a

Networking Service (SNS) app on day X and the

search for an SNS app.

case of searching for a video delivery app on day

We propose a hierarchical RNN to achieve rec-

X+1 can be considered. It is therefore desirable

ommendations that grasp the userʼs interests over

that SNS apps be recommended on day X and that

the long term and short term as described above

video delivery apps be recommended on day X+1.

(Figure 4). Specifically, the above problem can be

Inputs content from sameday RNNs into the next
daily RNN and reflects that
content in recommendations
of the following day and
beyond
Makes first
recommendation for that
day using a daily RNN and
later makes
recommendations using
same-day RNNs

i0,1

i1,1
Daily RNN

i1,1

i1,2

i1,1

i2,1

i2,2

i2,3

i2,2

i2,3

i2,4

i2,1

i1,2

i1,3

Same-day RNN

i: user behavior at some point in time (i.e., video click, app install)

Figure 4

Schematic diagram of hierarchical RNN
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solved by dividing the process into a daily RNN,

not exist in the userʼs past history, no predictions

which determines the content for making recom-

can be made. However, a similar type of time se-

mendations from user history up to the previous

ries transition can be considered even in the case

day, and same-day RNNs, which determine the con-

of a different content ID as long as similar content

tent for making recommendations from user histo-

exists, so the content (category) of products and

ry of the previous day and current day.

video must be taken into account. For example,
we can consider that a user who has clicked on a

3.3 Recommendation Model that
Combines Multiple RNNs Using
Different Information

product in the eating-and-drinking category has a
high probability of clicking on another product in
the same category. It is therefore desirable that

Recommending certain products or videos must

predictions be made not only for a time series in

be based on the content of such items. On the oth-

units of content IDs but also for a time series in

er hand, the data handled by RNNs consist of nu-

units of categories.

merical values, so it is necessary to handle prod-

To achieve recommendations in the manner de-

ucts, videos, and other goods as numerical data. In

scribed above, we propose a recommendation mod-

general, content IDs are allocated to products, vid-

el that combines multiple RNNs (Figure 5). Com-

eos, etc., which enables an RNN to predict the time

bining RNNs that make time series predictions

series transition of that ID-based numerical data.

while making data on different layers independent

With this technique, predictions are made in units

of each other makes it possible to achieve both

of content IDs, but if the same type of content does

detailed recommendations in units of content and

Content ID history

Category ID history

Extract features

Extract features

RNN

RNN

Combine in output layer

Click probability

Figure 5

Schematic diagram of multiple RNNs
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general recommendations in units of categories
thereby improving both accuracy and coverage*13.
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4. Application to NTT DOCOMO
Services
We tested the effectiveness of applying the above
techniques to actual NTT DOCOMO services, namely, “App Recommender” that recommends apps to
the user and the NTT DOCOMO-managed portal
site called “dmarket” that recommends products
of B2C services. We applied the “recommendation
model using hierarchical RNN” to App Recommender and the “recommendation model using multiple
RNNs” to dmarket. The following gives an overview of each service and presents the results of

Figure 6

Service screen of App Recommender service

testing the effectiveness of each technique.
In other words, the characteristics of apps desired

4.1 App Recommender

by a user could be inferred from immediately pre-

The service screen is shown in Figure 6. This

vious user behavior.

service presents apps thought to be useful for the
user based on the userʼs history of installing apps.

4.2 dmarket

With the aim of getting the user to install more of

The service screen is shown in Figure 7. As

the displayed apps, we tested the effectiveness of

shown here, this service displays content recom-

the recommendation model using the hierarchical

mended for the user in a cross-service manner in

RNN described above with actual users. Specifical-

domains classified by 16 tabs such as “shopping”

ly, given the proposed technique and an existing

and “gourmet.” The objective here is to display

14

recommendations that will induce the user to click

of

on content of interest spanning multiple services.

these two methods from September 2020. The pro-

Additionally, the recommended content can be var-

recommendation algorithm using user features*
based on history, we conducted an A/B test*

15

16

posed technique achieved an install rate* 2.7 times

ied each time it is displayed during web move-

that of the existing algorithm. The reason for this

ments to continuously attract the userʼs interest.

high install rate can be given as follows. Taking

We conducted a test using actual users on the ef-

into account time series data, a user who has just

fectiveness of recommendations that combine mul-

installed, for example, Twitter and a camera app

tiple RNNs as described above. Specifically, on con-

in succession could be recommended Instagram.

ducting an A/B test against this technique and the

*13

*14

Coverage: The ratio of the total number of content items recommended to all users to the total number of all content items.
High coverage indicates that a wide range of content is being
recommended.
Features: Quantities (numerical values) extracted from data
and characterizing that data.

*15
*16

A/B test: A test that compares two algorithms to determine
which is more effective.
Install rate: The ratio of apps that the user has actually installed
to all apps presented by a recommendation function.
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became possible with the proposed technique to
recommend services applicable to that user even
for the same gourmet tab.
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5. Conclusion
This article described recommendation algorithms as an extension of RNN. It described, in particular, recommendations using hierarchical RNN for
determining shifts in user interests in both the long
term and short term tailored to service domain
characteristics and recommendations that combine
multiple RNNs using multiple features of content.
Both algorithms were tested for their effectiveness
in actual NTT DOCOMO services and were found
to lead to improved accuracy compared with existing algorithms. At NTT DOCOMO, we aim to
pursue the latest technologies in recommendation
algorithms and to promote initiatives that raise the
Figure 7

value of service provision.

Service screen of dmarket service
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